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Investigation of gas temperature field in the pulsed electric discharge

trace
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This article devoted to the study of gas heating in the region of an electric interelectrode discharge. The dynamics

of local heating is studied using numerical methods and experimentally using an interferometer. The research results

make it possible to evaluate the change in the temperature distribution in the cross section of the discharge track,

the dynamics of the maximum heating temperature and the size of the heated area.
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Introduction

Active control over supersonic gas flows by local energy

input is an important and long-range objective of current

plasma aerodynamics. Local energy inputs into a supersonic

gas flow allow one to alter the nature of flow around

various bodies [1–6]: reduce the drag coefficient; increase

the lift coefficient, thus increasing the lift-to-drag ratio;

improve aircraft control; intensify mixing; and alter the

boundary-layer flow regime. Energy may be introduced

into an oncoming supersonic flow by various types of

discharges [7–11]: laser spark, microwave discharge, electric

interelectrode discharge, and dielectric barrier discharge.

The efficiency of conversion of the supplied electric

energy into thermal gas energy is a crucial issue in the

application of a heated channel in aerodynamics [6]. In

addition to thermal influences, the structure of gas flow

around an aerodynamic body may be affected by the

non-equilibrium state of gas in a channel. This effect

is especially pronounced at high Mach numbers of the

oncoming flow [12].

The present study is focused on the determination of

thermodynamic parameters of the trace of a channel heated

by an electric interelectrode discharge and on the examina-

tion of temperature and geometry dynamics. Experiments

were performed, and their results were compared with the

numerical modeling data. Two primary phases may be

distinguished in the discharge dynamics: the active phase,

when a certain electric voltage is applied to electrodes and

a plasma channel with gas in a non-equilibrium state forms,

and the passive phase characterized by the transition of

gas in the channel to an equilibrium state. The channel

geometry and the distribution of power of plasma heating

of the medium were determined in the section focused

on the active discharge phase. These data were used to

calculate the evolution of the channel trace in the passive

phase. Particular attention was paid to the passive phase,

since a channel trace heated after a discharge is often used

in aerodynamic applications to modify the gas flow. The

primary objective of the study is to establish the relation

between electric parameters of an interelectrode discharge

and the temperature of gas heating in the discharge trace.

1. Procedure of the experimental study
of parameters of the channel trace

The discharge was produced in an experimental chamber

by applying a voltage (20−25 kV) pulse with a duration

of 3µs via a ballast resistance of 800� to electrodes.

Experiments were conducted in air under atmospheric

pressure. The distance between point–point electrodes

was 6mm. The maximum current of the active discharge

phase was 25A.

According to preliminary estimates, the thermal trace of

the studied discharge introduces insignificant phase optical

disturbances into the medium (the trace has a small linear

size, and the magnitude of its heating is modest). Since

double-beam interferometers are practically inapplicable in

this case, a multibeam intrachamber Fabry–Pérot interfer-

ometer, which was characterized in [13], was used in the

study.

The interferometer with a baseline of 0.2m and an optical

diameter of 0.09m was illuminated via an IAB-450 instru-

ment by a single-frequency helium–neon LGN-303 laser

with an output power of 1mV, a wavelength of 632.8 nm,

and a relative frequency deviation below 10−10. The inter-

ference pattern was recorded with a high-speed intensified

PCO DiCAM-PRO GaAs P46 camera with a minimum
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Figure 1. General interference pattern 140 µs after the discharge:

1 — cathode, 2 — anode.

exposure time of 5 ns. The typical exposure time in our

experiments was on the order of 1µs. The delay time

between the exposure and the onset of discharge varied

from 50 to 1000µs.

2. Results of the experimental study of
gas parameters in the discharge trace

A substantial concentration of electrons remaining in

the channel after the active discharge phase may exert

a significant influence on the results of interferometric

measurements. However, since the characteristic relaxation

time under atmospheric pressure is on the order of 1µs [14],
the influence of the electronic component was neglected

in measurements of the channel temperature on large time

scales. It was assumed that the shape of the region heated

by the discharge is close to an axially symmetric one. The

procedure detailed in [15] was applied to determine the

temperature distribution in the cross section of the discharge

trace.

Figure 1 presents an example interference pattern

recorded with the interferometer 140µs after the discharge.

The shaded regions in Fig. 1 correspond to the electric

lead cable and the case to which electrodes are secured. The

region of the interference pattern selected (using a graphics

editor) for subsequent analysis is shown in the upper right

corner.

The processing technique for interferometric lines, which

was detailed in [15], was used to determine the variation

of gas temperature T in the cross section of the discharge

trace. The measurement results revealed that the maximum

gas temperature on the discharge trace axis at 140µs was

Tmax = 333K. The standard deviation of this estimate did

not exceed 30K. The characteristic size of the thermal

trace estimated at half the maximum temperature was

S5 = 2.2± 0.3mm in this case.

The temporal variation of temperature on the axis of the

discharge trace is presented in Fig. 2, a. Figure 2, b shows

the temporal dependence of channel heating α = Th/Tmax,

where Th is the surrounding gas temperature. This param-

eter is often used in computer modeling of the interaction

of a heated channel with a shock layer on a supersonic

body [1,2]. The obtained results demonstrate that channel

heating parameter α varied within the 0.8−0.95 range in

the conditions of our experiments within the time interval

of 50−1000µs.

The temperature drops to 310K by 1000µs. Apparently,

this occurs due to the dissipation of heat from the channel

in the environment. This is also confirmed by the fact that

parameter S50 increases with time elapsed from the onset of

discharge (Fig. 3). The results of experiments revealed that

parameter S50 increases almost linearly. At the time point

located 1000µs after the discharge, parameter S50 increases

to approximately 14mm.

3. Numerical modeling

3.1. Active discharge phase

Models of an interelectrode low-temperature plasma

discharge in gas at rest have been proposed in a number

of studies (see, e.g., [14,16–19]). They are used to solve

various problems: examine the reasons behind streamer

branching and calculate the parameters of the ionized region

and the thermal, chemical, and force impact.

In the present study, self-consistent numerical calculations

were performed in the 2D axially symmetric geometry for

a pulsed interelectrode discharge in standard air at rest.

The geometry of the computational domain is presented

in Fig. 4. The electrode system consisted of two copper

needle electrodes. A pulsed voltage U0(t) source (20 kV,
the leading edge width was 200 ns) was connected to the

system via resistance R = 800�.

The following equations were used to calculate the

discharge parameters.

The Poisson’s equation:

−ε01ϕ = ρch, ρch = |e|(n+ − ne − n−),

where ε0 is the electric constant; ϕ is the electric potential;

ρch is the electric charge density; |e| is the elementary

charge; n+, n
−
, ne are the densities of all positive and

negative ions and electrons; and E is the electric-field vector.

The continuity equation was used to calculate the density

of electrons:

∂ne

∂t
+ (∇, Je) + (Vg ,∇)ne = Se, Je = −beEne −∇Dene,

where Je is the electron flux vector, Vg is the velocity of

motion of the medium, Se is the electron source, and be and

De are the mobility and diffusion coefficients of electrons.

The equation of electron energy transfer:

∂neψ

∂t
+ (∇, Jψ) + (E, Je) + (Vg ,∇)neψ = I i

potS
in
i − Qe ,

Jψ = −beEneψ −∇Deneψ,
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Figure 2. a — Variation of gas temperature Tmax on the heated channel axis with time elapsed from the onset of discharge; b — temporal

dependence of channel heating parameter α.
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Figure 3. Distance from the discharge axis to the point where the

gas temperature falls to 50% of the maximum temperature.
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Figure 4. Geometry of the computational domain.

where Jψ is the energy flux vector of the electron gas,

ψ is the average energy of electrons, I i
pot is the potential of

reaction i , Sin
i is the rate of reactions in inelastic interactions,

and Qe is the power of medium heating due to elastic

collisions with electrons.

Maxwell–Stefan equations:

ρg

(

∂

∂t
+ (Vg ,∇)

)

ωi = (∇, ρωiVi) + Si,

Vi = Di∇(lnωi + lnMn) − z i biE,

where ρg is the density of the medium; ωi is the mass

fraction of particles type i ; Vi is the velocity of motion of

particles type i ; Si is the source of particles type i ; Di , bi ,

and z i are the coefficients of diffusion and mobility in the

electric field and the charge number of particles type i ; and
Mn is the average molar mass.

The photon transfer equation and the determination of

the photoionization reaction rate [17]:

c
−λ13.6

1nph−13.6 + λ13.6c = SN13.6
2
,

where c is the speed of light, λ13.6 is the coefficient of

absorption of photons by pure oxygen, nph−13.6 is the density

of photons with an energy of 13.6 eV, SN13.6
2

is the source

of excited (13.6 eV) nitrogen molecules, and Sph−13.6
i is

photoionization.

The Navier–Stokes equation and the equation of thermal

energy transfer:

ρg

(

∂

∂t
+ (Vg ,∇)

)

Vg =

−∇pg + µg

(

1Vg +
1

3
∇(∇, Vg)

)

+ ρchE,

ρgC p

(

∂

∂t
+(Vg,∇)

)

Tg −∇(kg∇Tg) = Q+ + Qreac + Qe,

where pg is the air pressure, µg is the gas viscosity, C p is

the specific thermal capacity of the medium under constant
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Figure 5. Distributions of power of heating at the time point of 260 ns by the ionic current (solid curve) and plasma reactions (dashed
curve): a — near the cathode, b — entire gap.

pressure, Tg is the gas temperature, kg is the thermal

conductivity of the medium, and Q+ and Qreac are the

powers of heating of the medium due to the drift motion of

ions and reactions (recombination, relaxation, dissociation,

etc.).

Approximations detailed in [20] were used in the pre-

sented model. The reactions of dissociation and associative

ionization in air at high temperature were taken from [21].
The recombination and relaxation reactions were charac-

terized in [16,22]. The heating powers were determined

in accordance with [16]. The following types of particles

were considered: e, O2, O
+
2 , O2(a1d), O, O

+, O−, N2, N
+
2 ,

N2a, N2A, N, N
+, NO, NO+, and photons with an energy

of 13.6 eV.

At the initial time, a uniform natural density of seed

electrons and oxygen ions (1013 1/m3) is present between

the electrodes.

The results of calculations demonstrated that a discharge

in these conditions is initiated in 250 ns. Figure 5 shows

the spatial distributions of volumetric powers of heating

by the ionic current (solid curve) and plasma reactions

(dashed curve) calculated at the time point of 260 ns. The

calculated Joule heating of plasma by the ionic current is as

high as 5 · 1013 W/m3 in the near-cathode layer (Fig. 5, a),
which has a thickness below 0.05mm, and three orders

of magnitude lower outside of this layer (Fig. 5, b). The

Joule heating outside of the near-cathode layer is 3−10

times more significant than the plasmachemical heating

by reactions. The average overall heating power in a

channel with a radius of 1mm is approximately equal to

4.4 · 1010W/m3. This value is established soon after the

initiation of a discharge and closure of the interelectrode

gap. The power of heating by elastic electron collisions is

negligible and is not presented in the figures.

Thus, the results of calculations for the initial stage of

a high-voltage interelectrode discharge in a medium at rest

revealed that the average volumetric power of Joule heating

in a cylindrical channel 2mm in diameter is 4.4 · 1010 W/m3.

This value was used to model the gas dynamics of the

passive discharge phase.

3.2. Passive discharge phase

The calculated data for the active discharge phase were

used to model the gas dynamics. Numerical modeling was

performed in the ANSYS FLUENT package. An axially

symmetric problem was considered within the model of an

ideal viscous gas; the system of Navier–Stokes equations

was solved to characterize the gas dynamics:

∂ρ

∂t
+ ∇(ρV) = 0,

∂

∂t
(ρV) + ∇(ρVV) = −∇p + ∇( ¯̄τ ),

∂

∂t
(ρE) + ∇

(

V(ρE + p)
)

= ρq + ∇(λ∇T ),

where ρ is density, V is the velocity vector, p is pressure,

τ is the stress tensor, E is the total energy, q is the

source energy term, λ is the thermal conductivity coefficient,

and T is temperature. The ideal gas law and the k-
epsilon turbulence model were used to close the system

of equations.

The problem was solved with the following initial con-

ditions: a standard medium pressure and a temperature of

293K. The region of energy input was a cylinder 6mm in

length and 2mm in diameter. This region was heated with

a power of 4.4 · 1010 W/m3 for 2.7µs. The energy input

was on the order of 2.5mJ. The supplied electric energy

measured experimentally was 22mJ. Thus, the efficiency

of heating of the gas channel with an electric discharge

was 11%. Figure 6, a shows the distribution of temperature

along radius R in the central section of the heated channel

at different time points. Figure 6, b presents the comparison
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Figure 6. a — Temperature distribution in the cross section at different time points after the discharge; b — temperature distribution in

the cross section 140 µs after the discharge.

of calculated and experimental data obtained 140µs after

the discharge.

The gas temperature on the channel axis decreases with

time from 427K after the active discharge phase to 373K

within 100µs (see the dashed curve in Fig 6, a). It may be

noted that the results of calculations agree fairly well with

the experimental data within the accuracy of determination

of the examined parameters.

Conclusion

The evolution of gas temperature in the trace of a pulsed

electric interelectrode discharge was studied experimentally.

New data on the dynamics of gas temperature were

obtained using the interferometric method. Numerical

modeling of the active discharge phase was performed.

The gas temperature in the passive discharge phase was

calculated based on the data obtained in modeling of the

active phase. The experimental data are in a satisfactory

agreement with the calculated ones.

The calculated gas temperature on the axis channel after

the active phase in the discharge trace was 427K in the

studied conditions. This corresponds to parameter α = 0.68.

The temperature of gas in the channel decreases fairly

rapidly with time elapsed from the moment of discharge:

it drops approximately by 100K within 140µs. The

characteristic size of the heated region increases linearly

with time. In the studied range of parameters, this region

grew to 14mm within 1ms after the discharge. The

efficiency of utilization of the energy of a pulsed electric

discharge for gas heating in the channel trace was on the

order of 10%.
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